INTRODUCTION
h y s of TEM (transverse eltctromagnetic) horn antennas are possible candidates for ultrawideband (UWB) applications. Those applications require focused radiation or reception of transient waveforms without dispersion. Previous work showed that the useful bandwith of TEM horn arrays extended from the grating lobe limit down to that frequency at which the entire antenna is one halfwavdength across [I] . However, due to the fact that they are open to free space in both directions, h e is considerable back lobe energy. When a ground plane is added to prevent the back lobe radiation, a scan blindness appears due the presence of a trapped wave mode between the horns and the ground plane. This paper summarizes numerical experiments that characterize this blindness phenomenon. The analysis of the transmitting and receiving properties of these arrays used a &equency-domain hybrid finite element method that incorporates periodic boundary conditions [3], which accounts for array mutual coupling effects. The infinite array assumption limits the analysis to a single unit ceU. This will provide accurate results for gain and input impedance of large, finite arrays. However, a finite array will not radiate efficiently at frequencies below that at which it is one half wavelength across, so infinite array calculations are not meaningful below that frequency. All results are shown in frequency normalized tof* the frequency at which the unit cell width in x is one wavelength.
TEM HORN ARRAY DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS APPROACH
The field inside the unit cell is expanded in linear, edge-based vector elements. The finite element redon is terminated at the A plane (the horn mouth) with a periodic radiation condition.
The d p l a n e is the ground plane. Periodicity conditions are also imposed to connect opposing sides in x andy. This formulation leads to a system of equations that must be solved independently for each scan angle and frequency. In the receiving case, the excitation is a plane wave impinging on the horn aperture from the -z direction, and the response is the current through a load at the feed point.
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INPUT IMPEDANCE
The high lkquency l i t of input impedance for a TEh4 horn array is simply that of an isolated horn. which can be determined analytically using conformal and stereographic projmtions [4] . For the 2: 1 aspect ratio horn, it is approximately 105 fl. With a ground plane, the low frequency limit is 0 0. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of received to incident power for both the linear flare and exponential flan homs, at three different scan angles in the E (y-z) plane. The locations of the wan blindness in angle and 6equmcy are ruearly the same for both danent dwigns, which indicates that the horn shape has only a minor effect. The scan blindness displays the unusual property of moving UP in frequency with increasing scan angle from broadside. Schaubert (51 showed that a similar phenomenon, observed for Bared notch a r r a p was due to a guided wave mode. In this case, the guided wave mode must be similar to a Th4 parallel-plate mode between the ground plane and the conrugated surface formed by the horn plates.
ARRAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE WITH E-PLANE SCANNING
CONCLUSIONS
In the course of developing TEM horn arrays for ultrawideband applications, it has been found that aground plane behind the horns not only prevents low frequency radiation. as expected, but also introduces a scan blindness at frequencies and angles below the grating lobie limits. These blindnesses: 1) move outward in M& with mu-, 2) ar4 fairly insensitive to the horn flare shape; and 3) an most Stnsitive to the array depth. Due to these htures it is postulated thnt the blindness is caused by a waveguide mode propagating along the attay fsce between the horn plates and the ground plane. This observation will help in predicting the conditions allowing ths blindness and possibly lead to methods to prevent its occurrence. 
